PET TOYS
Bionic Play is what started it all. Its led us to find a revolutionary material that
can withstand the aggressive play patterns of most pets. Bionic products have
been tested in rescue shelters and day cares around the U.S. for years. By
making and destroying countless samples, we know Bionic
rubber can hold up to the most aggressive chewers.
By combining our knowledge of designing toys for strength, our
scientific expertise in materials that are durable and our worldclass manufacturing capabilities, we've been able to create
products that stand up to Bionic play!
Molecules of Bionic are three dimensionally inter-woven with
each other, creating material Nano-connections that are bionic
in strength yet pliable and bouncy. Bionic is engineered and
made by a proprietary process, invented to meet the high
energy play patterns of pets.
Bionic Rubber® is made from FDA food-grade materials that is
100% recyclable allowing us to create virtually no waste when we manufacture
our products. Bionic Rubber® has been rigorously tested to ensure it is safe for
your pet and that it does not contain any harmful phthalates, hormones, lead,
cadmium, mercury, and natural rubber, Bisphenoal A, asbestos or latex.
Beyond the science - Bionic is a substitute for natural objects that dogs have
been happily chewing on for millions of years. Bionic Rubber is practical; it
floats, is dishwasher safe and will last a long time.
Bionic toys are highly durable and
last a long time. However, years of
research have taught us that there
are roughly 1% of dogs that can still
find a way to damage, break and in
rare cases, destroy our toys. Always
supervise your dog's use of Bionic
toys. If your dog breaks or damages
any toy, remove it from them
immediately.
Its important to select the size of
your Bionic toy carefully. Smaller
dogs generally have sharper teeth which require a toy to have more puncture
resistance; however the toy also needs to be softer since a toy that's too hard
could cause harm to the dog's teeth.
Large dogs have much more force (pressure) in their bite but also have teeth
with more surface area which can more easily destroy soft toys, which make
toys that are a bit harder a better option for ensuring durability.

PET TOYS
BIONIC BALLS
Throw toy against the spine and it bounces normally. When your dog
thinks he knows where its going to bounce, throw it against the opening
to create an unpredictable bounce that's hours of fun! Ball will float. Fits
most chucking/throwing toys - Stuff with peanut butter or treats - Easy to
see color
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Small for dogs up to 20 lbs
Medium for dogs 15-35 lbs
Large for dogs 30-60 lbs
Extra Large for dogs 60-90 lbs

BIONIC BONE
Our designers took years perfecting this bone! Careful attention was
made to ensure it fits naturally in the curvature of the canine mouth. The
ridges across the top give your dog the feeling that they are chewing
through the toy – keeping them interested in it for months! Its unique
interior shape provides strength for even the most aggressive chewers.
The opening on our bone is designed to be the perfect place to put treats,
dog bones and peanut butter. When you're dog is done, simply throw the
toy in the dishwasher for easy cleaning! Floats
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Small for dogs up to 20 lbs
Medium for dogs 15-35 lbs
Large for dogs 30-60 lbs
Extra Large for dogs 60-90 lbs

BIONIC URBAN STICK
The opening on our Urban Stick is designed to be the perfect place to put
treats and peanut butter. When you're dog is done, simply throw the toy
in the dishwasher for easy cleaning! The Urban Stick offers a splinterfree design with no sharp edges. It can be used as a throw and fetch toy
(weighted ends create a spiral motion), tug toy or chew toy. The
contoured ridges create a throwing grip and uneven surface dogs love to
chew. Contoured ridges create a throwing grip and uneven surface dogs
love to chew The Bionic Urban Stick floats.
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Small for dogs up to 20 lbs
Medium for dogs 15-35 lbs
Large for dogs 30-60 lbs
Extra Large for dogs 60-90 lbs

BIONIC TOSS N’ TUG
Because our Bionic Rubber® material floats, this toy is perfect for lakes
and pools. Simply toss the toy into the water and your dog can easily
chase after it as it floats on the surface. The orange color is designed to
easily be seen by dogs (and you) for easy retrieving. The Toss-N-Tug's
center has been designed to provide strength to the overall design, while
offering dogs several options on where to pick up the toy to bring it back
to you. While highly durable, the Bionic Toss-N-Tug is not intended to be
used as a chew toy. This toy should be used only with supervision
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Bionic Toss N’ Tug Mini – 7.2” diameter – 1-35 lbs
Bionic Toss N’ Tug Standard – 9” diameter – 15-60 lbs

